In their unpublished work, Jockusch and Propp showed that a 2-enumeration of antisymmetric monotone triangles is given by a simple product formula. On the other hand, the author proved the same formula for the number of domino tilings of a quartered Aztec rectangle. In this paper, we give a direct proof for the equality between the 2-enumeration and the number of domino tilings by extending an idea of Jockusch and Propp.
Introduction
A monotone triangle of order n is a triangular array of integers a 1,1 a 2,1 a 2,2 a 3,1 a 3,2 a 3,3 . . . . . . . . . a n,1 a n,2 . . . a n,n−1 a n,n whose entries are strictly increasing along the rows and weakly increasing along both rising and descending diagonals from left to right. An antisymmetric monotone triangle (AMT) is a monotone triangle, which has a i,k = −a i,i+1−k , for any 1 i n and 1 k i (see examples of AMT's in Figures 2.1(b) and 2.5(b)).
Let q be a number, then the q-weight of an AMT is q w if it has w positive entries, which do not appear on the row above. Assume that n 2 and 0 < a 1 < a 2 < . . . < a ⌊ n 2 ⌋ are positive integers. The q-enumeration A q n (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a ⌊ n 2 ⌋ ) of AMT's is defined as the sum of q-weights of all AMT's of order n whose positive entries on the bottom row are a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a ⌊ n 2 ⌋ . Since there is only one AMT of order 1 that consists of a 0, we set A q 1 (∅) := 1, for any q. Theorem 1.1 (Jockusch and Propp [2] ). The AMT's of order greater than 1 are 2-enumerated by (a i + a j − 1), (1.2) where the empty products (like 1 i<j k (a j − a i ) for k = 1) equal 1 by convention.
For convenience, we denote by E(a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k ) and O(a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k ) the expressions on the right hand sides of (1.1) and (1.2), respectively.
Let R be a region on the square lattice. A domino tiling of R is a covering of R by dominoes so that there are no gaps or overlaps. We use the notation T(R) for the number of domino tilings of the region R.
The Aztec diamond of order n is defined to be the union of all the unit squares inside the contour |x| + |y| = n + 1. The Aztec diamond of order 9 is shown in Figure 1 .1. It has been proven in [1] that the number of domino tilings of the Aztec diamond of order n is 2 n(n+1) 2
. Jockusch and Propp [2] introduced three types of quartered Aztec diamonds (R(n), K a (n), and K na (n)) obtained by dividing the Aztec diamond of order n into four parts by two zigzag cuts passing the center as in Figure 1 .1 (for n = 9).
Besides the Aztec diamonds, we are also interested in a similar family of regions called Aztec rectangles (see Figure 1 .2(a) for the Aztec rectangle of size 7 × 10). Denote by AR m,n the Aztec rectangle region of size m × n. We also consider the trimmed Aztec rectangle T R m,n obtained from AR m,n removing squares running along its northwestern and northeastern sides (illustrated in Figure 1.2(d) ).
We consider a generalization of quartered Aztec diamonds as follows. Remove all squares at even positions (from the bottom to top) on the southwestern side AR m,n , and remove arbitrarily n − m+1 2 squares on the southeastern sides. Assume that we are removing all the squares, except for the a 1 -st, the a 2 -nd, . . . , and the a ⌊ m+1 2 ⌋ -th ones, from the southeastern side. Denote by RE m,n (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a ⌊ m+1 2 ⌋ ) the resulting region (see Figure 1 .2(b)). We also have an odd-analog RO m,n (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a ⌊ m 2 ⌋ ) of the above region when removing odd squares (instead of the even ones) on the southwestern side (illustrated in Figure 1 .2(c)). If we remove all even squares on the southwestern side of the trimmed Aztec rectangle T R m,n , and also remove the squares a 1 < a 2 < . . . < a ⌊ m 2 ⌋ from its southeastern side, we get the region T E m,n (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a ⌊ m 2 ⌋ ) (shown in Figure 1 .2(e)). Repeating process with the odd squares on the southwestern side removed, we get the region T O m,n (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a ⌊ m+1 2 ⌋ ) (pictured in Figure 1.2(f) ). We call the above four regions quartered Aztec rectangles (QAR's). One readily sees that the three quartered Aztec diamonds of order 2k are obtained from the RE-and RO-QAR's by specializing m = n = k and a i = 2i or 2i − 1, depending on the region considered; and the quartered Aztec diamonds of order 2k + 1 are obtained similarly from the T E-and T O-QAR's having size (k + 1) × (k + 1).
We enumerated in [3] the domino tilings of the four types of QAR's.
Theorem 1.2. For any 1 k < n and 1 a 1 < a 2 < . . . < a k n the domino tilings of QAR's are enumerated by
One obtains easily from Theorems 1.1 and 1.2:
In this paper, we give a direct proof of the identities (1.7)-(1.10) (without explicitly evaluation the terms). The proof extends an idea of Jockusch and Propp for the case when {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k } is the set of all even or all odd positive integers not exceed n.
2 Direct proof of identities (1.7)-(1.10)
We prove only (1.7) and (1.9), as (1.8) and (1.10) can be obtained by a perfectly analogous manner.
In this proof, we always rotate the QAR's by 45 0 clockwise to help the visualization of our arguments. First, we can see that the dominoes on the top of RE 2k,n (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k ) are all forced; and by removing these dominoes, we get the region RE 2k−1,n (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k ). This implies that the two QAR's in (1.7) have the same number of domino tilings. Thus, we only need to show that
Denote by T (R) the set of all tilings of a region R, and A n (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a ⌊ n 2 ⌋ ) the set of all AMT's of order n having positive entries 0 < a 1 < a 2 < . . . < a ⌊ n 2 ⌋ on the bottom row. Next, we give an injective map
as follows.
Color the region RE 2k−1,n (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k ) black and white so that any two unit squares sharing an edge have different colors, and that the bottom squares are black. Given a tiling T of the region. Figure 2 .1)(a) gives a domino tiling of the QAR (with k = 4, n = 10, a 2 =, a 2 = 3, a 3 = 6, and a 4 = 9). We say a black square is matched upward or matched downward, depending on whether the white square that covered by the same domino in T is above or below it. We use the arrows to show in Figure 2 .1(a) the dominoes containing matched-upward black squares. The QAR (rotated by 45 0 ) can be partitioned into 4k − 1 rows of squares of the same color; and we call these rows black or white depending on the color of their squares.
We now describe the AMT τ := Φ(T ). We labels all black squares on each row by 1, 2, . . . , n. We consider the squares on the i-th black row (from the top), which are matched upward. The positive entries in the i-th row of τ are the labels (positions) of these squares . By the antisymmetry, τ is completely determined by its positive entries (see the illustration in Figure 2.1 (b) ; the positive in entries of the AMT are restricted inside the dotted contour); and it is easy to see that Φ is injective. A 2k (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k ) . Consider the strip consisting of 2i top rows of squares in the QAR. There are (i − 1)n black squares and (i − 1)n + ⌊ ⌋ matched-upward squares on the i-th black row; equivalently, the i-th row of τ has ⌊ i 2 ⌋ positive entries. Since each row of τ records the positions of matched-upward squares in a black row, the entries in each row of τ are strictly increasing from left to right. We now want to verify that the entries in each diagonal are weakly increasing from left to right. Since τ is antisymmetric, we only need to show that for the right half of τ , which contains all positive entries. For convenience, we assume that the i-th row of τ has the positive entries 0 < t i,1 < t i,2 < · · · < t i,l(i) , where l(i) = ⌊ i 2 ⌋. We only need to show that
Next, we verify that τ = Φ(T ) ∈
for odd i, and that
for even i. We consider first the case when i is odd. To see t i−1,1 t i,1 , we assume otherwise that t i−1,1 > t i,1 , then all squares on the (i − 1)-th black row with label less than t i,1 + 1 are matched downward. However, the black square at position t i,1 of the lower row cannot be matched upward, since all white neighbor squares above it are already matched with other black squares, a contradiction. This argument is illustrated in Figures 2.2 for t i,1 = 5; the lower black row is the i-th one; the matched-downward squares on the i-th black row are not shown in the picture; and the square having black core indicates the one cannot be matched.
We now show that t i,1 t i−1,2 t i,2 if l(i) 2. There are two cases to distinguish. Of course, we have t i,1 = t i−1,1 < t i−1,2 . We only need to show that t i−1,2 t i,2 . Assume otherwise that t i−1,2 > t i,2 , then same situation as in the previous paragraph happens with the matched-upward square at position t i,2 : all of its upper white neighbors are matched with other black squares, so it cannot be matched upward, a contradiction (see Figure 2.3(a) for the case t i,1 = 5 and t i,2 = 9; the square having dark core indicates the one cannot be matched).
Case 2.
One can see that all dominoes containing the squares with labels less than t i,1 + 1 and greater than t i−1,2 on the (i − 1)-th black row are forced, and the black squares in those dominoes are matched downward (see Figure 2 .3(b) for the case t i−1,1 = 5 and t i,1 = 9). Thus, by definition, we have t i−1,2 t i,1 . Thus, we only need to show that t i−1,2 t i,2 . Again, assume otherwise that we have the opposite inequality t i−1,2 > t i,2 . However, we also have the square at position t i,2 on the i-th black row cannot be matched upward, a contradiction (see the two possible cases in Figure 2 .4).
By considering similarly two cases t i−1,2 = t i,2 and t i−1,2 < t i,2 , we obtain t i,2 t i−1,3 t i,3 if l(i) 3. Keep doing this process, we get the remaining inequalities in (2.1).
We now consider the case when i is even. The leftmost inequality in (2.2), t i,1 t i−1,1 , follows easily from considering forced dominoes. Similar to the case of odd i, by considering two cases t i,1 = t i−1,1 and t i,1 < t i−1,1 , we get now the inequality t i−1,1 t i,2 t i−1,2 . Then (2.2) is obtained by applying this argument repeatedly. This means that τ is indeed an AMT of order 2k. Moreover, since all black squares on the bottom of the QAR must be matched upward, the positive entries in the bottom row of τ are a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k . Therefore, τ = Φ(T ) ∈ A 2k (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k ) and the map Φ is well defined.
Next, we want to know the number of elements of the set Φ −1 (τ ) for any given AMT τ ∈ A 2k (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k ), i.e. we want to find out how many different domino tilings of RE 2k−1,n (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k ) corresponding to τ . Let S(τ ) be the set of positive entries of τ which do not appear in the row above. We relabel the black squares of RE 2k−1,n (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k ) by U and D so that only the black squares at the positions t i,j 's have label U, all other ones have label D. A tiling T corresponds to τ if and only if all U-squares are matched upward and all D-squares are matched downward in T .
Imagine that we are dropping dominoes to cover the black squares in the first column successively so that the ones with label U (resp., D) are matched upward (resp., downward). One can see that all the dominoes are forced, except for those cases when a U-square stays right below a D-square (this correspond to a 1 appears in one row of τ but not in the row above it). At each exceptional place, we have two ways cover the two squares by two dominoes, which create a 2 × 2 block (see Figure 2.1(a) ). If we now drop dominoes to cover the black squares in the second column, all dominoes are forced, except for some 2 × 2-block corresponding to a 2 that appears in some row of τ but not in the preceding row. Continuing in this way, one can see that the whole tiling is forced, except for certain 2 × 2-blocks corresponding to the elements of S(τ ). Since each block can be covered in two ways, the number of tilings T corresponding to τ is 2 |S(τ )| . Therefore
which implies (1.7).
We show next the proof of (1.9). Similar to (1.7), the first equality follows from the fact that T E 2k,n (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k ) is obtained by removing forced dominoes on the top of T E 2k+1,n (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k ). We only need to show that
We also construct a similar injective map
as below. The map Ψ works similarly to Φ, the only difference is that the i-th row of the AMT Ψ(T ) records the positions of the squares on the i-th black row, which are not matched upward (including the squares removed from the bottom row in the definition of T E 2k,n (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k )). Figure 2 .5 illustrates the map Ψ for the case k = 3, n = 10, a 1 = 3, a 2 = 5, and a 3 = 8.
Similarly, given an AMT τ ∈ A 2k+1 (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k ). By doing the same dominodropping process, we get that there are now 2 |V (τ )| tilings of T E 2k,n (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k ) corresponding to τ , where V (τ ) is the set of positive entries of τ which do not appear in the row below. It means that |Ψ −1 (τ )| = 2 |V (τ )| . We now compare the cardinalities of two sets S(τ ) and V (τ ). Denote by r i the i-th row of τ , and V (r i ) := V (τ ) ∩ r i and S(r i ) := S(τ ) ∩ r i . Partition τ into two sets τ E , the set of all entries on the even rows, and τ O , the set of all entries on the odd rows. We will compare the number of elements of V (τ ) and S(τ ) in each of these subsets. Remove all entries appearing in both rows r 2i−1 and r 2i . The remaining positive entries on r 2i−1 are in V (τ ) and the remaining positive ones on r 2i are in S(τ ). Since r i has l(i) positive entries and l(2i) = i = l(2i − 1) + 1, we have |S(r 2i )| = |V (r 2i−1 )| + 1, for i = 1, 2, . . . , k. 
